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Application Number:                    HS/FA/09/00087 
Name:                                  elise liversedge 
Address:                               41 amherst road bexhill on sea  
Date and time of comment left:         02-03-2009 11:25 
Comment Type:                          General Observation 
Comment: 

general observations  
externally  
The west elevation is a bit of a full stop in regards the stade 'open space'. I 
would of thought the entrance would of been opening out onto the open space. 
love the use of glazed terracotta ( though will this be value engineered out at 
a later stage). 
Though as a 'whole' with dark grey roofing materiality etc the building could read 
as a dense mass in need of colour. especially on the north face facing onto rock 
o nore. it may turn out to be quite gloomy. 
It will be a great opportunity for ball kicking and activites loved by the general 
teenage population of east hastings which is fine by me. 

internally:  
not sure how the building will work in regards disabilities the entrance appears 
quite odd. 
  
external courtyard/lightwell- dont know how the planted timber screen will work 
as it will be quite dark in this area. 

on the first floor there seems to be some very small gallery spaces. ? 

the lift seems quite small is there to be no large artworks on first floor  

isnt it better to have a disabled wc on the first floor next to cafe.?  

best wishes  
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Application Number:                    HS/FA/09/00087 
Name:                                  Alison Cooper 
Address:                               25 Pevensey Rd 
St. Leonards on Sea 
East Sussex 
Date and time of comment left:         14-03-2009 17:30 
Comment Type:                          General Observation 
Comment: 

I do support the Jerwood coming to Hastings... 

I feel that it is very difficult to judge what it will look & feel like going by 
these plans. But my first impression is that the heaviness in design and lack of 
colour of the exterior, does look gloomy and rather depressing. 
Can it be lightened up a bit?!! 
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Application Number:                    HS/FA/09/00087 
Name:                                  M.A. McAuliffe 
Address:                               Ebenezer Chapel 
Ebenezer Road 
Hastings 
TN34 3BS 
Date and time of comment left:         18-03-2009 16:39 
Comment Type:                          General Observation 
Comment: 

I feel that the gallery would be better positioned if it were located at the western 
end of the Stade for the following reasons:- 
  
(a)The net huts would not be obscured. The current architects sections indicate 
that a number of net hut gable ends will be obscured by the gallery?s roof lights 
and the gallery?s first floor. 
(b)The gallery would have a better outlook onto the piazza and the net huts 
(c)In the event of a large crowd gathering for a performance in the new piazza, 
there would be additional overspill space right back across Rock a Nore road to 
East cliff house and winkle island. This is not available with the current plans 
(d)The gallery building would help obscure the flamingo arcade and block any sound 
pollution from the fairground particularly during performances. 
(e)There would be potential for the first floor balcony of East cliff house to accommodate 
lighting for an evening event in the piazza. 
(f)The entrance of the gallery could still open out onto the piazza with its entrance 
facing east. 
(g)The piazza would have two interesting focal points, the net huts at one end and 
the gallery at the other. 
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Application Number:                    HS/FA/09/00087 
Name:                                  Jonathan Coe 
Address:                               17 Rock-a-Nore Road 
Old Town 
HASTINGS 
TN34 3DW 
Date and time of comment left:         22-04-2009 10:31 
Comment Type:                          General Observation 
Comment: 

I can find no trace of our objection comment nor subsequent correspondence on this 
site - what is the reason for this? 
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